
‘What Kind of Heart Do You Have?’   Matt. 13:3-9, 18-23         

 

Introduction:  It is natural for people to grow.  If they are not growing, we need to ask, what is causing this 

person not to grow.  This is also true in the spiritual world.  God has made us to thrive spiritually. This morning 

let us look at a famous parable and see what it says about what are some of the barriers to spiritual growth.    

 

I. The problem of a bitter and cynical heart.    13:4, 19     

    The first is the hard soil.  Now replace the word ‘soil’ with the word ‘heart’ and you begin to see what Jesus is 

trying to teach here.    Jesus knew many people were hard-hearted towards God.   

   The parable is asking each of us to do a ‘soil analysis’ of our own hearts.        Is your heart hard?  

 

II.  The problem of a superficial heart.  13:5,6, 20-21 

   A. In Jesus day, much of the soil was shallow and rocky.  You may want to ask: ‘is my faith putting down deep 

roots?’   The shallowness of our age has invaded the church too.   One guy was asked why isn’t the church 

making more of an impact on our culture these days?   It’s because we have let the culture invade the churches!  

We are letting cultural trends determine our beliefs.   Isa. 8: 19,20.     

  

  B.  In this New Year, let us stand graciously, yet tenaciously on the Word of God, not on the ever changing 

winds of culture.   What happens when our_______ are shallow?   When troubles come, and they will come, then 

people with shallow roots tend to wither and fall apart or they disappear.   

 

     Just as cars have warning lights that come on to let us know that something is wrong, God sends warning 

signals too, to let you know your roots need to go deeper.   

 

III.  The problem of a cluttered heart.  13:7, 22 

   A. Some soil is deep enough but it’s just too cluttered with weeds and thorns to let the good grass grow. 

  

   B. Anything good, if used wrongly, can become like a weed in your life.   Is there a persistent weed in your life?      

an unforgiving spirit?  Despair, lust, greed, something you’re bitter about, wallowing in guilt?   

    If you want the grass to thrive, you’ve got to pull those weeds.   A __________ heart will not thrive.   A simple 

heart, a God-centered heart, a heart that may enjoy many things yet is centered on one thing, can thrive.  

    

IV.   The heart that thrives.  13:8, 23 

   A. Good soil.  It’s soft not hard, deep not shallow, it’s simple, pure, not cluttered, thus it thrives.  This is seen by 

the good fruit it bears.  Fruit bearing is the evidence of a good heart.   

 

   B.  Please note too that none of these barriers are external to you, they are in your heart.  The good news is that 

God can make beautiful fruit blossom even in the toughest of times, if you’ll trust Him. 

 

So, here are several applications one can take away from this: 

1. Pray for a tender heart.  No one wants to have a ______ heart.  Ask God to plow up the hard spots in your life 

so you can have a tender heart towards God and others.  He can do it!     

 

2. Scatter the seed of the Good News freely and widely.  You don’t know who is ready or what kind of soil, or 

hearts people have.  Not all hearts are ready to receive it yet, they still have hard hearts; yet many are ready!   

 

3.  Do an act of kindness to someone this week who seems very hard hearted to God.  Hard hearted people are 

usually people who have been very hurt in life.  Serve them with an act of kindness without expecting any 

gratitude in return and pray that God would begin softening their hearts.    

 

4. Here is a new year’s challenge: If you look back on your life, when were you most on fire for God?  

     Well, it shouldn’t be just back then, it should and can be, now!    

            Make plans and decisions to help make this a great year! 

 


